Matthew Holden was invited to speak at the Universitas 21 Early Career Researcher Workshop in Shanghai, China and presented, “The benefit of demand reduction campaigns to reduce poaching”.

Matthew was also invited to visit the Forensic Conservation Laboratory at Hong Kong University to collaborate and present an invited seminar. Hong Kong University is a world leader in illegal wildlife trade research and his invited seminar on using mathematics to prevent poached species population declines was delivered to a packed room despite it being an academic break period. It was invigorating to be near the source of the action.

Wen-Hsi Yang and Jerzy Filar attended the Queensland Scallop Fishery Research, Second Steering Committee Meeting on Friday 14th December, 2018. Wen-Hsi presented his latest results.
CONGRATULATIONS

Congratulations go to Maria Kleshnina who received one of two honourable mentions for student talks at the recent AustMS Annual Conference in Adelaide, Australia. Maria presented a talk titled, “Learning advantages in evolutionary games” on 4th December, 2018.

Photo: By Mark McGuinness (Victoria University of Wellington) Dr Masoud Kamgarpour with the AustMS BH Neumann Prize Winners. Joel Gibson (Joint prize winner), Honourable mentions to Maria Kleshnina and Timothy Roberts, Liam Hodgkinson (Joint prize winner).

Congratulations to Anthony Richardson and Matthew Holden who were awarded funding in the recent round of Australian Research Council grants.

Anthony Richardson, ARC Discovery Project DP190102293 $493,000.00 (Professor Anthony Richardson; Associate Professor Julia Blanchard; Associate Professor David Schoeman; Professor Reginald Watson; Professor Iain Suthers; Adjunct Professor Derek Tittensor; Dr Andrew Lenton)

Title
Future fisheries under climate change: the missing role of zooplankton. This project aims to develop the first global ecosystem model with a more realistic representation of zooplankton. Fish are the main source of protein for 3 billion people, yet fish catches are declining. Current models of future fish biomass under climate change do not consider the complex role that zooplankton play in transferring energy from phytoplankton to fish. By resolving the link between phytoplankton and fish, this project will vastly improve estimates of future global fisheries production and regional variation. Such knowledge is vital for future food security in Australia and globally, and also to understand the role of zooplankton in carbon export in the ocean.
Congratulations Anthony Richardson who appears in the 2018 Global Highly Cited Researcher list ([https://hcr.clarivate.com/](https://hcr.clarivate.com/)). This list recognises researchers who have produced highly cited papers that rank in the top 1% for their field in 2018. Anthony shares a joint appointment between SMP and CSIRO and publishes on climate, ecology and biostatistics.

Matthew Holden, ARC DECRA, DE190101416 $329,538.00

**Title**
The value of model complexity for fisheries management. This project aims to quantify the benefits of using dynamic multi-species models for harvest decisions in the fishing industry. More than 99.8 per cent of fisheries are assessed using single-species models. Since fishers harvest multiple interacting species, not considering these interactions can lead to negative outcomes that reduce food security, eliminate human livelihoods, decrease economic production, and harm the environment. The project is expected to provide guidance for fisheries scientists on when to use multi-species models for management, improved decision making capacity to reduce the risk of fishery collapse, a new method for dynamic model validation in the face of limited data, and enhanced collaboration between modellers and applied agencies. By reducing the risk of ecosystem collapse through better use of complex and simple models. The project will provide major benefits for the environment, humans, and the economy, at national and global scales.

**FAREWELL**

We farewell and best wishes to **Ryan Heneghan who leaves The University of Queensland after submitting his thesis and taking up an International Postdoctoral Fellowship at the Autonomous University of Barcelona, Spain.**

We also farewell **Maria Kleshnina** who has submitted her thesis and is taking up a prestigious IST plus Postdoctoral Research Fellowship at the Institute of Science and Technology in Vienna, Austria. This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under the Marie Sklodowska-Curie grant agreement No 754411.
UPCOMING WORKSHOPS

Professor Anthony Richardson lecturing to a full-house at the R Workshop 2018

The Introduction to R workshop was held on 5th February 2019 with Professor Anthony Richardson, Associate Professor Chris Brown and Associate Professor Dave Schoeman. Day 1 was ideal for those with little or even no experience with R but want to produce robust analyses and effective graphics. The trio then held the Intermediate to R Workshop from the 6th – 7th February 2019. Days 2 and 3 were for intermediate users or beginners wanting to go beyond the basics. The focus throughout was on ecological applications and particularly marine habitats. Friday 8th they will run the ggplot / spatial analysis with R Workshop for the first time.

The attendees commented on the presenters being very good, enthusiastic, focused, able to keep the participants interested and providing clear explanations and excellent notes.

Dr Bill Venables conducted the Advanced R Workshop from 5th – 7th February 2019. The workshops will held again in 2020.
Satellite Workshop Applied^2 Probability
2 July, 2019 9am – 5pm

The 20'th INFORMS Applied Probability Society Conference taking place at the Brisbane Convention Centre, Brisbane Australia, July 3-5, 2019. Commencing with the satellite workshop on July 2, organized by CARM dealing with concrete applications (Applied^2 Probability) taking place at The Global Change Institute, The University of Queensland, Brisbane.

Workshop Theme: “Uncertainty Quantification Applications”.
Registration is open [https://smp.uq.edu.au/event/session/4577](https://smp.uq.edu.au/event/session/4577) $100 and $45 students.

We are currently looking for session organisers for the practical Applied Probability topics: The presentations must be based on real or synthetic data. Please contact CARM carm@maths.uq.edu.au or Jerzy Filar j.filar@uq.edu.au with your expression of interest in organising a session. Work presented at the workshop can be considered for publication in the journal Stochastic Systems upon author request.

- Stochastic Operations Research
- Networks and Queues
- Health and Epidemics Models
- Ecology and Mathematical Biology
- Sustainable Fisheries
- Energy modelling and forecasting

Raison D'être: One of the unsolved mysteries of mathematical sciences is that branches which have their roots in applications and natural phenomena, over time, become progressively more theoretical. For instance, typically, there are very few numbers in papers nowadays published in Number Theory journals. It is not surprising that Applied Probability is also susceptible to this theorization trend which, arguably, merely points to the maturity and success of the subject. However, in recognition of the above, there is an emerging need for a forum where researchers encountering applied probability problems in the context of specific applications can discuss their experiences and challenges. A fascinating aspect of modelling random phenomena in applications is that different groups of end users may have very different attitudes towards uncertainty and risk. For instance, medical practitioners, fishermen and fire fighters all deal with stochasticity on regular basis but have very different needs and expectations of the quantitative tools designed to assist them.

- Stochastic Operations Research
- Networks and Queues
- Health and Epidemics Models
- Ecology and Mathematical Biology
- Sustainable Fisheries
- Energy modelling and forecasting

Organizing Committee
PROJECTS

- This project will undertake high spatial resolution analyses of fishing and environmental influences on the scallop population. Improvements to the scallop assessment model will be carried out to produce better predictions for management of the stock.
- The project will contribute to defensible and robust management decisions including the potential mechanisms for fishery expansion. It will assist in a development of a sustainable harvest strategy that is ratified by management agencies and Islanders.
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